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Summary and Finding 
On June 3, 2020, an incoming first-year student to WMU (student), was accused by the witness--a person 
unknown to the student and unknown to the university--of posting  racist comments (a “snap” in Snapchat 
parlance) in a private Snapchat group while in high school.  
 
The committee’s best current understanding of what happened is that the witness found a racist snap on 
Twitter. The witness attempted to validate the snap’s authenticity and received what she considered an 
acceptable explanation as outlined in Key Finding 1. Upon the committee’s careful consideration of the 
findings outlined in this report, the claim does not hold up to scrutiny and it appears that the student was 
not involved. The student states that she did not know the snap existed and did not know she had been 
connected to it. There is no current evidence to the contrary.  
 
Key Findings  
The most important finding is that as of this writing, there is no credible evidence that connects the student to 
the racist snap. Secondary supporting findings include: cooperation from the witness ceased before the true 
origin of the snap could be identified; the student’s immediate and ongoing cooperation with WMU; and the 
student’s voluntary and immediate involvement of law enforcement. 
 

1. Is there any credible 
evidence at this time that 
connects the student to 
the snap? 

No  A. There is no content on the snap the witness 
shared on Twitter (Figure 2), or on the more 
complete snap the witness shared by email 
(Figure 4) that connects the snap to the student. 
The name on the snap is similar to, but different 
from the student’s name and thus is not a 
verifiable connection. 

B. According to the information we currently have 
from the local police and WMU’s social media 
monitoring system, the witness and her Twitter 
post is the earliest credible source of origin that 
connects the student to the racist photo. The 
witness states the following about the source of 
the snap: “I Found the post on a Twitter thread of 
racists that was already gaining traction but has 
since been deleted. I emailed [the person who 
posted it] asking how they got the photo and 
what they told me was an old friend of theirs 
went to [the student’s] high school and the 
picture was floating around the high school after 
[the student] posted it to a private snap that was 
supposed to only be her close friends.”       

C. The witness’s statement suggests that she does 
not know the original poster. This could not be 
verified before the witness ceased 
communicating with WMU.  
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D. The witness said she asked her source to reach 
out to WMU. The source has not done so.  

 
2. Is the photo with the 

racist comments 
authentic? 

Probably 
not, but this 
cannot be 
fully 
determined. 

A WMU detective traced the snap to a reddit post, 
published on May 16, 2020. The witness posted the 
photo to Twitter on June 3, 2020. The snap on reddit 
appears clearer and does not have the Snapchat profile 
avatar, name or user-handle that can be seen on the 
images provided by the witness in (figures 2 and 4). 
There is no content in the snap that connects it to the 
student. The snap appears to have been manipulated 
and shared many times before it was shared by the 
witness on Twitter or with WMU. Information from the 
witness was limited, and did not provide sufficient 
information to determine the photo’s true origin or 
authenticity. 
 

3. Was the student’s 
Facebook account 
hacked? 

Yes Local police stated that the student’s Facebook account 
was hacked. They observed her password being 
repeatedly changed by a hacker. The student’s Facebook 
account did not need to be hacked to capture the photo 
that was shared by the witness. The Facebook hack 
suggests that the student may have been targeted. 
 

4. Has the student 
cooperated with the 
investigation? 

Yes The student and her family immediately called law 
enforcement upon learning about the allegation. The 
student has been fully compliant, open, and cooperative 
with the investigation. The student’s claim has been 
corroborated by local law enforcement and 
communication with WMU Police. 
 

5. Is the picture of the 
student’s Facebook 
profile authentic? 

Yes While it is authentic, it is not conclusive. The racist 
material was not posted on Facebook and any Facebook 
user can have his or her public profile screen-captured 
by any other Facebook user. 
 

6. Is information obtained 
from the student’s high 
school consistent with the 
claim that the snap was 
“floating around the high 
school.” 
 

No The high school has not provided any information that 
substantiates this claim. (See Page 6, Email Thread 2, 
Message 4b.) 
** 

7. Does the student confirm 
or deny the racist photo 

Deny The student’s story has been consistent with multiple 
people over multiple conversations. 
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Allegation 
The witness claims an incoming first-year student (the student) made racist comments in a private Snapchat 
group of close friends while in high school. According to the witness, she was told the picture of the comments 
was “floating around the [student’s] high school (see page 6, Email Thread 2, Message 4b). The allegation was 
accompanied by two photos (Figures 2 and 3 in the Appendix), which she provided as evidence on Twitter. 
 
The Witness Claim 
Comments Posted by the witness on Twitter  
So this racist named [the student] is attending @WesternMichU in the fall. She posted VILE, DISGUSTING, 
things on a Snapchat post she assumed wasn’t going to be screenshotted. I emailed WMU to let them know 
what is going on, here is the link – wmich.edu/admissions/dir… 
 
Email Thread 1  
Exchange between the witness and the Office of Admissions and the Witness on June 3-4, 2020 
 
Message 1 the witness sent this to the Department of Admissions via a contact page on wmich.edu 
It has come to my attention (and the entire internet) that one of your incoming freshman by the name of [the 
student, name misspelled] has been caught posting vile and disgusting things on a Snapchat Post which she 
assumed wasn’t going to be screenshotted. Some of these include her saying “Black people should have 
stayed slaves, at least they were doing something.” And “Mexicans are gross and weird, bleach your skin you 
make this country look terrible.” Among other vile things that I can send the photo of to you if you wish. (I am 
unable to attach on 
this form) I would hope Western Michigan University doesn’t stand for these harmful and racist acts and 
something is done about this. Will be looking forward to an update on this when it is available. 
 

Message 2 [Director of Admissions Alicia Kornowa to the witness, issuing a personalized adaptation of the 
university’s response to inquiries]  
Good evening, [the witness]. 
  
Last night Western Michigan University became aware of racist social media posts, along with accusations that 
an incoming student posted them. The University has taken this very seriously. The language in the posts is 
abhorrent, and the accusations are very serious.  
  
The University began investigating the matter immediately this morning. Besides myself, included was our dean 
of students and other University officials. We have talked with the incoming student and her parents, and 
consulted other information sources for verification purposes. Local law enforcement also investigated and was 
consulted by the University. The inquiry today has been intensive. 
  
We’ve concluded that the incoming student's Facebook account was hacked, and the Snapchat account was 
faked. She did not make the posts, and they do not reflect her views. She was targeted by hackers in an attack 
designed to escalate unrest at a time when we are all seeking healing, peace and action that ends systemic 
racism. This has upended her life. In the fall, we will welcome her to campus, where we deeply value inclusion 
and reject discrimination and hate in all of its forms. 
  

Message 3 [from the witness to Kornowa]  
Understood. I have no proof her Snapchat and twitter weren’t hacked. Thank you for 
investigating and taking it seriously. 
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Email Thread 2 
Email exchange between the witness and Proudfoot on June 4 
WMU Police Chief Scott Merlo assessed that the witness may not be responsive to a police inquiry, based on 
guidance from the Responding Officer in the student’s hometown. So, Tony Proudfoot, Vice President of 
Marketing and Strategic Communications reached out to the witness by email: 
 
Message 1  
Hi [the witness], 
  
I’m looking to gain more information about the post that you identified. I understand you exchanged e-mails 
with our director of admissions. But we are taking this very seriously and want to be sure we have left no 
stone unturned. Would you be willing to chat by phone? 
  
Sincerely, 
Tony Proudfoot  
Vice President for Marketing and Strategic Communications 
Western Michigan University 
  

Message 2  
Hi Tony! 
 
I am actually uncomfortable speaking on the topic any more. The police contacted every member of 
my family including those who live in different states and have nothing to do with it because I spoke 
up. I wish you the best in your investigation. 

 
Regards 
[the witness] 

 
Message 3 
Hi [the witness],  
 
Thank you for your reply. I understand. I was mainly interested in tracking the origin of the 
screen shots.  The earliest social post we can find is yours. We are hampered a bit without more 
information that traces back farther upstream to the original content. I was hoping you might 
help me extend our tracing.  
 
Again, appreciate your response. 
 
Tony 
 

Message 4a [from the witness to Proudfoot] 
Here is the original photo. You can see people’s snap names on here. Thats really all I 
know how to help. 
 
[Provided Photo in Figure 4] 
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Message 4b [from the witness to Proudfoot] 
Tony, 
 
I Found the post on a Twitter thread of racists that was already gaining traction but has 
since been deleted. I emailed who posted it the person early on asking how they got the 
photo and what they told me was an old friend of theirs went to [the student’s] high 
school and the picture was floating around the high school after [the student] posted it 
to a private snap that was supposed to only be her close friends. I sent the person your 
email and told them if she’s comfortable talking to you that she should.  

 
Message 5 [from Proudfoot to the witness] 
Thank you! 

     Message 6 [from the witness to Proudfoot] 
Thank you. I respect any decision you make. 

     [the witness] 
 

Message 7 [from Proudfoot to the witness] 
Hi [the witness], Thanks for the information last night. Really 
helpful to our investigation.  
 
We will reach out to her high school.  

 
One more question, if you are willing/comfortable. What is the 
origin of the image with Her photo? 

 
Thanks so much, again.  
Tony 
 
 No Response 

 
 
Authenticating Photos Provided 
Photo 1 (Figure 3) 
Photo 1 has been authenticated as the student’s public-facing Facebook Profile page, captured in Facebook’s 
mobile app, likely through a screen capture.  
 
Photo 2 (Figure 2) 
Without question, the photo contains repugnant, racist content. It also contains a name similar to the 
student’s, but two of the letters are transposed and the photo is obscured. 
 
Connecting the Photos 
The photos appear to have been brought together and published by the witness. The witness’s Twitter post is 
the earliest post that university could find that pairs them together. This is the only connection that WMU has 
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been able to find. In an email to WMU (Email Thread 2, Message 4b), the witness indicated that Photo 2 was 
found on Twitter. The witness declined to identify where she obtained Photo 1.  
 
 
The Student’s Claims 
 
Suzie Nagel-Bennett, Dean of Students, and Alicia Kornowa, Director of Admissions, interviewed the student 
what follows are notes from that meeting.  
According to the student, her classmate Witness 2 (W2) found the post on Twitter and notified the student, 
asking if the snap was the student’s.  
the student says her Facebook account was hacked and that the Snapchat wasn’t hers.  
 
As soon as the student became aware of the situation, the student’s family called the police. The responding 
officer told the student’s family that there are groups who are engaging in similar internet trolling behavior in 
order to....  
 
the student noted that the profile picture is scribbled out and the name is misspelled in the snap.  
 
While the police officer was at the student’s home, the student tried to change her Facebook password. When 
she did, the officer observed that someone in another state would immediately change it. This happened 
several times. At the advice of the responding officer, the student and her family deactivated all of their social 
media accounts. 
 
Follow up call that included Nagel-Bennett, Kornowa, WMU Police Chief Scott Merlo, and Tony Proudfoot, VP 
of Marketing and Strategic Communications.  
The student and her family were advised of an additional social media investigation from WMU Police. They 
complied immediately and fully, volunteering to drive devices to campus if needed. 
 
The Student’s Statement 
I woke up on Thursday morning to a message from a future Bronco asking if I was the girl that was in this 
snapchat. When I read the horrific words in the post, I began shaking -- it brought me to my knees. The vulgar 
and sickening words that I was reading were some of the most offensive that I had ever seen and somehow 
my name was associated with them.  It took me a moment to realize that I was the target of a malicious cyber 
attack. Almost immediately, my family began receiving threats and we called 911.  
 
The horrific messages and images in this post were not created by me. They do not reflect what is on my mind, 
in my heart or the person that I am. That anyone could EVER write those words is unthinkable and 
inexcusable.  I use social media to share my life, to connect with others and I try to promote and demonstrate 
positivity, gratitude and understanding.  
 
I recognize that this is a deeply, painful time in our country. I do not pretend to understand what anyone else 
has experienced. Now is a time for me, and for all of us to listen, to learn and to act.  Following is the last post 
that I actually shared on social media. I hope you read it and that it gives you a better understanding of who I 
am and what’s in my heart.  
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The World will say to you:  
We need to end racism.  
Start by healing it in your own family.  
The world will say to you:  
How do we speak to bias and bigotry?  
Start by having the first conversation at  
Your own kitchen table  
The world will say to you:  
There is too much hate.  
Devote yourself to love.  
Love yourself  
So much that you can love others  
Without barriers and without judgement.  
-Cleo Wade  
 
I am grateful to the authorities who continue to conduct a thorough investigation and to those who have 
helped them. If you or anyone you know has any information, please contact the Western Michigan Police 
Department or Western Michigan University.  
 
 
Local Responding Officer Claims 
WMU Police Chief Scott Merlo independently contacted the responding officer, who verified the student’s 
claims. 
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Appendix A 
 

Images and Origins 
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Figure 1. Origin:  Screen captured in Meltwater Social Monitoring Tool, a licensed platform WMU uses to 
monitor the university’s media presence. Redacted: Photos of the witness and the student, the student’s 
name. 
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Figure 2. Origin:  Twitter, as well as many, multiple sources sent to individual staff, faculty, and university 
administrator emails. Redacted: racist statements, the student’s name. 
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Figure 3. Origin:  Twitter, as well as many, multiple sources sent to individual staff, faculty, and university 
administrator emails.  Redacted: Student’s name, photos and name of the student, unrelated and uninvolved 
associates of the student. 
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Figure 4 Original image provided by Witness 1 Redacted: racist statements, Snapchat handles of people 
unknown to the university.  
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Figure 5 Earlier image found by WMU detective Redacted: racist statements, Snapchat handles of people 
unknown to the university.  
 

 
 
 


